Haygrove Tunnels
Designed and
Engineered by Growers

Trellis Series Tunnel Block at Haygrove Farm, Ledbury

Welcome
and Thank You for
requesting our Tunnels
Brochure
Field scale Tunnels, sometimes called High Tunnel Technology, has
serious strategic significance for our planet. The world’s population is
growing sharply and needs healthy and efficient sources of food. The
climate is becoming less reliable and more and more growers are
encountering exceptional weather events that can decimate outdoor
crops. Food can be grown more locally and reduce the carbon impact
from long-haul transportation.
Haygrove Tunnels are one of the most sustainable answers.
High Tunnel growing seriously lifts yield of Class One produce – for most
crops the impact is at least a lift of 35% to 50%. Additionally, they insure
the grower from exceptional weather events such as hail storms,
unseasonal frosts or thunderstorms that destroy crops.
Once protected, growers can also use the Tunnels to bring crops early for
higher prices or extend production later. In the UK, for example, British
strawberry growers have extended their season from 6 to 8 weeks to 22 to
24 weeks all using natural sunlight without the use of artificial heat.
Added to these benefits, Haygrove Tunnels, enable growers to carry on
picking and delivering programmes during the rain, reduce pesticide
inputs by up to one-third and significantly save water by reducing evapotranspiration and using precision drip irrigation.
Haygrove would hope that we are the world leaders in this technology –
we started the development of Tunnels nearly twenty years ago and test
all our latest innovations on our own farms before we present them to the
market. We look forward to working with you.

John Berry
Haygrove Tunnels

Grower to Grower
Question & Answer Guides
Haygrove grow over 110ha (270 acres) of strawberries, raspberries, blueberries and cherries
all under Haygrove Tunnels. We understand the challenges in moving to field-scale production
and work with our grower customers to help them to be successful.
Payback and Case Studies
Haygrove Tunnels are targeted to pay
back in two to three seasons – the
margins and predictability of prices
for field scale crops are just too
volatile for long paybacks. Often
payback can be achieved in one day
when managed tunnels protect the
crop from exceptional frosts, heavy
rain or hail events.

Raised Bed Strawberries in Telescopic Tunnels at Haygrove Farm

Grower Owner Days
All grower customers are invited to
open days where we discuss new
innovations and systems of growing
in tunnels. We work grower to grower
to discuss new ideas, latest growing
technologies and share best practice
on tunnel growing. Haygrove Farm is
always open for customer visits, for
overseas visitors, we are 2 hours
west of Heathrow airport.

Harvest under Haygrove Tunnels at Maria &
Klaus Mauel’s Farm, Germany

To enable growers to focus on pay
back figures, we have a number of
written case studies for all the key
crops. These case studies include
budgeted lifts in yield and Class One
quality, the impact of lengthening the
season and the reductions in the use
of pesticides.

To help answer all the essential
questions we have written Q&A
guides for all key crops. These
guides include details such as
recommended planting diagrams,
management of the tunnel
environment and how to force crops
especially early for the best prices.

Frost Protection
Can we have a sub-head here?
A damaging frost must surely be
one of the worst fears for all growers
as the new crop starts to come into
flower, not least with an increasingly
un-predictable climate. Most
growers choose tunnels for rain
protection or to gain extra growing
degrees for bigger yields or earlier
crops but tunnels also provide frost
protection. That’s quite a big bonus!

Technical Bulletin

That said it’s important to
understand the factors that affect
frost severity and how tunnels
interact with those factors: This
bulletin has been written to help.

Pollination
For each crop there is a
recommended number of bees or
hives per hectare. For multi-bay
tunnels such as the Haygrove 4
Series, larger more economical hives
can be used (examples include
Koppert Tripols or Quads). For single
tunnels, small hives should be used
to provide the correct number of
bees per tunnel.
Bumble bees hives can be placed in
the crop and the bees are happy to
forage there, even at temperature as
low as 6 - 8°C (43 - 46°F).
For some crops, especially cherries,
there are short periods of intense
bloom. For these crops it may be
important to open vents and doors
during sunny weather, even where

earliness is a priority, to allow access
for honeybees from outside.
Where bumble bees are not available
other insects, wind or human
interventions become important. It is
possible to use blowflies (delivered
as pupae) to improve pollination of
strawberries but for most growers
attention should be paid to the
activity of honeybees.
Unfortunately honeybees don’t enjoy
working in closed tunnels. Even if
they can find their way in they often
exhaust themselves trying to find
their way home, bouncing along the
inside of the cladding film and often
becoming trapped in folds and
tunnel end structures. It is therefore
important, where bumble bees

We know that standard Haygrove 4
Series tunnels, fitted with simple,
low cost doors will provide 2 - 3°C
of frost protection during periods of
night air or ground frost following the
sunny days are typical of normal
blossom season.

injury for outdoor crops some extra
factors, peculiar to tunnels are seen
to reduce the risk to protected
crops: These factors probably
include raised humidity and some
shading effects as the begins to rise.

Better sealing, the use of fleece (row
covers), black ground covers,
thermic cladding materials and
supplementary heating can all
provide extra protection. Experience
would also suggest that even when
temperatures fall to a level that
would be expected to result in frost

cannot be used, to vent tunnels (at
least to stage 1) and open doors fully
during daylight hours once more
than 5% of flowers are open.
Some information based on
experience with fruit and salad crops
is give in this bulletin. Much of it can
also be applied to other horticultural
crops including ornamentals and cut
flowers.

Tunnels usually improve the
environment for fruit set by raising
temperatures to a more favourable
level but there are some significant
negatives that should be understood
and managed.

Strawberries

There may be less air movement so
wind assisted pollination will be
reduced. Sometimes both
temperature and humidity may rise
above optimum unless careful
is paid
to venting.
attention
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Rain Protection
• Big reduction in fruit rots –
especially botrytis, phytophthora
and colletotrichum and for
countries affected by it, also
angular leaf spot (Xanthomonas)
• Reduction in fungicide use
• Organic production
• No lost harvest or spraying days
• Reliable supply scheduling for
customers

Protection from Frost and
Cold Winds
• Better fruit shape especially for
Elsanta
• Early ever-bearer establishment and
cropping profiles

Forcing
In Western Europe crops under
Haygrove Tunnels can be 2-4 weeks
earlier than outdoor crops. Good
sealing and fleece (row cover) and/or
Telescopic tunnels give maximum
earliness
Haygrove Tunnels are constructed as
multi-bay or as single bay units and
are available in several bay widths
(6-8.5m/20’-28’). The hoops are
supported by rows of legs.
Where a plantation is established
specifically for tunnelling a wider leg
row alley is left to facilitate picking.
Standard practice in the UK is 5 beds
@ 1.5m (6’) centres within a 7.8m
(26’) tunnel. This allows for an extra
30cm (1’) space in the leg row.
Optimal tunnel bay width will depend
on maximum wind speeds during the
covered season and available
machinery (sprayers, bed makers etc.)

Late (Autumn/Fall) Production
Under Haygrove Tunnels the UK field
harvest continues into November. The
English field grown season now starts
in Apri with 7 months of field
production.
Tunnels are also important for winter
plant establishment and production in
warm climates where rain or wind
would otherwise affect normal growth
and cropping.

Technical Bulletins
Along with the Q&A Guides we have
a free range of Technical Bulletins.
Key topics covered include subjects
such as pollination under tunnels,
maximising frost protection,
management of heat and optimising
post-harvest quality.

University and Research
Partnerships
Responding to a changing climate
and feeding a growing world
population are amongst some of the
biggest challenges facing our planet.
Haygrove have partnered with over
30 of the world’s leading University
and Research stations including
Proefcentrum Hoogstraten (Belgium),
Auweiler Research Station
(Germany), East Malling Research
Station (UK), Reading University (UK),
Michigan State University (MSU) and
Ullensvang Horticultural Research
Station (Norway). All 30 partners
have Haygrove Tunnels and are
working intensively to establish the
latest agronomic advice for growers.

Fruit Doctor
Led by our own Head Agronomist,
Graham Moore, Fruit Doctor is our
technical tunnel blog for our research
partners and key growers. To read
Graham’s blog log onto
www.fruitdoctor.co.uk.

Production

and Design

Our mission is to take sophisticated Greenhouse technologies onto a field scale at an
affordable cost. We test new ideas first on our own farms before introducing them to growers
via our annual open days held in countries worldwide.
Haygrove are committed to Research and
Development – some 5% of our annual sales
is reinvested into our R&D programme each
year. We introduced field scale high tunnels in
1993 and started selling them to other
growers in 1996. Year-on-year we develop
new concepts and solutions to our own and
other growers problems, testing them first on
Haygrove’s farms, before making them
available for sale.
The programme is led by a team of 6 design
engineers who are dedicated to develop new
innovations in High Tunnel technology.

Factories
Haygrove undertake production in 5
different factory locations – these are
strategically positioned in Europe,
America and China. Supporting our
mission of producing affordable
Tunnel Systems we aim to apply the
latest production technologies to
replace labour intensive manufacture.
Latest technologies that we have
invested in within the last few years
include robotic welding machines,
sophisticated CNC controlled
bending and cutting machines and
thermo-diffusion galvanisation lines.
All parts are drawn using the latest
CAD software and a full DB Works
drawings database is maintained so
all growers can be supported with
replacement parts relevant to the
tunnel system purchased.

Tunnel
Management and
Design
Haygrove Tunnels are
portable field scale
covers that need
management for extreme
weather events. Prior to
order, we will work with
you to discuss the
specification required for
the weather history of the
site. In addition, our
Construction and
Maintenance Manual
provides a full
management guide,
setting out guidelines for
managing Haygrove
Tunnels in heavy wind
and snow.

When growers invest in Haygrove
Tunnels, we can assure you:
• We aim to make any new
technologies, wherever possible
retro-fittable – we want growers to
be able to build on their base
tunnel infrastructure step by step
• We test all technologies on our
own farms first

• We believe in quick paybacks –
we understand the tight margins in
fresh produce
• We introduce new ideas growerto-grower and will do our best to
ensure that the impact on the crop
as well as the new idea is
understood.

Recent record of tunnel innovation ‘Firsts’ designed by Haygrove:
• Snap on wire clips
(protected by design rights)
• Continuous roping (saving up to
50% on the time needed for
skinning)
• Visqueen Luminance THB
polythene (developed by BPI and
Reading University)
• Quick fit hinge clamps
(protected by design rights)
• Steel Venting clips
• Steel gantries for portable tunnels
• SMART ends
(protected by patent)

• Streamline doors
• Telescopic Tunnels
(protected by patent)
• High air volume Greenhouse
Series Tunnels
(protected by patent)
• Trellis tunnels
• Retro-fit steel gutters for
portable tunnels
(protected by patent)
• Retro-fit electric roller roof vents
• Drive shaft system for multi
roller roof ventilation
• Telescopic steel gutter
substrate growing systems

SMART Ends
(Patent no GB/0324046.2)
developed to increase
tunnel strength and
operate SMART
technology such as roof
venting

4-Series
Tunnels

Uniquely growers can start with a standard Haygrove 4-Series Tunnel for rain protection and
then retro-fit at a later date electric roller doors and sides, steel gutters, gantry systems and
automated electric roof vents.
Bracing Systems
Haygrove Tunnels have a unique
bracing system, first developed and
fully tested on our own farm. Bracing
is designed to provide the best
protection for wind, but with ease of
installation and at a low cost.
Options available:
• High tensile steel wire for Top,
V Star and Side bracing
• Reinforced tape webbing for ease
of use and extra strength
• Steel tube bracing for exposed sites
• Steel gantry rail bracing

Design Drawing 4-Series Tunnel

Gantries
Gutters
For crops sensitive to rain splash or
for forcing crops early, Haygrove
4-Series Tunnels can also be fitted
with gutters. The gutter system can
be incorporated into new builds or
retro-fitted on existing Haygrove
Tunnels.

Steel gantry systems can be retrofitted onto the tunnel for operating
spray booms, overhead irrigation
systems or carrying trolleys.

Doors
Options for simple curtain doors,
manual roller doors or electric
roller ends are all available.

4-Series Tunnels ideally suited for The 4-Series is typically used by growers for 5 raised beds of
strawberries, 3 rows of raspberries, 3 rows of blueberries, high value
flowers, salads, vegetables, ornamentals and nursery stock.

Summer Production with Open Ends & Sides

The Haygrove 4-Series Tunnel is
designed using legs screwed into the
ground and held in position by an
anchor plate. Legs are designed with
options for 1.5m (5’), 2m (6’5”) or
2.5m (8’) length. The legs are drilled
into the ground 650mm to 850mm
(2’2’’ to 2’9’’) deep depending on the
leg length selected.
The frame is built using 40mm pregalvanised steel with options for
enhanced extra strong (XS) steel
grade and a range of three steel
thicknesses. The steel selection used
depends on how exposed the site is
to heavy winds and on whether the
grower wants to use the Tunnels just
for summer cover or for extended
production.

Key Features...

Haygrove Tunnels forcing early Blueberries, this crop was saved from -4°C frosts

End Kits
The end section of the Tunnel is vital
for providing strength for the
structure. The 4-Series design offers
three main alternatives:
1. Standard end kits configured
using 14 different steel struts

2. Windy end kits designed with 22
different steel struts
3. SMART end kits built using a
patented design that provides the
strongest end for wind and the
fitting of excellent roller doors
Tunnel Leg Rows can be fitted with or without Gutters

• Multi-span Greenhouses with bay
widths from 5.5m (18’) up to 9m (30’)
• Follows the natural contours of the
ground – no site levelling
• Accessible for field scale tractors
built up to 4.5m (15’) at the apex
• Build to any length
• Can be clad with polythene, shade
net, hail, insect net or a combination
• Options for steel gantry systems for
sprayers, overhead irrigation or
carrying trolleys
• Steel gutters, electric roller ends and
automated electric roof venting can
all be retro-fitted later as required

Telescopic

®

Series

The only tunnel of its type worldwide

This tunnel has the ability to drop the steel hoops to the ground during cold windy periods or
for crop establishment. The hoops, with the polythene in-situ are then lifted in hotter summer
conditions allowing for a large air volume, better clearance and good natural ventilation.
The design also features a new hoop
profile that takes the hoop vertically
from the leg. This enables the tunnel
to achieve four things;
1. Increases the air volume inside the
tunnel which we know enhances
the growing environment
2. Brings the neighbouring bays of
polythene film to nearly touch in
the leg row to create a natural seal
and increase heat retention
3. Drops the water vertically into the
leg row and thereby avoid splash
on the outside beds
4. Enables crops especially on the
outside beds, to be better
accommodated inside the tunnel

Design Drawing Telescopic Tunnel Lowered

Telescopic Tunnels ideally suited for •
•
•
•

Winter planted crops to force very early pick
Late and early cover of summer planted strawberry tips
Extended season cover of nursery stock and bedding plants
Double cropped substrate grown crops

At Haygrove the action plan has been to winter plant as in a glasshouse,
lift the tunnels once the weather warms up in the spring and then manage
as a traditional multi-bay tunnel during the summer.

Strawberries Overwint
er under a
Telescopic Tunnel

Telescopic Tunnels Fully Raised & with Vents Open for Summer Production

Many growers face the choice of
whether to work with small single
bay tunnels which are good for early
season production, but are not
suitable for late spring and summer
production due to the fact that the
crops overheat, or to opt for a
Haygrove multi-bay tunnel that is
excellent for main season
production. Combining the benefits
of both systems is the Haygrove
Telescopic Tunnel.®

Telescopic Tunnels Fully Down
for Winter Production

Iceberg Lettuce under Telescopic Tunnels in Norway

Key Features...

Lifting and Lowering
Lifting the tunnel is undertaken with the polythene covers in-situ.
To mechanise the process Haygrove have developed a mechanical
tunnel lifting tool which enables the tunnels to be lifted in the spring
once the grower assesses that temperatures are rising and the crop
needs to enjoy a larger air volume. The tunnels, once raised, then
remain up throughout the summer and early autumn period until the
decision is made to lower the tunnels due to the risk of early winter
frost or heavy late season winds. Lifting and lowering is achieved at
a rate of 150 – 200 legs per hour using a 3-man team, which
equates to approximately 1.5ha per day.

® Patent GB/0300253.2

• Built from 5.5m (18’) to 8.5m (27’9”)
wide
• Variable height - lowered position 3m
(9’8”), up position 4.5m (14’8”) at the
apex
• Cover with polythene very early and
keep the polythene on later
• Typically crops come 10 to 14 days
earlier than standard 4-Series
Tunnels
• 3-man team can lift 1.5ha per day

Greenhouse

®

Series

The ideal Tunnel for tree or cane crops or those growers working in hot climates that need
large air volume and rain collection.

Design Drawing Greenhouse Series

The Haygrove Greenhouse series is especially designed for The Greenhouse Series features a
hoop profile that takes the hoop
vertically from the leg. This enables
the tunnel to achieve three things;
1. Increase the air volume inside the
tunnel which enhances the
growing environment
2. Drops the water vertically into a
large volume gutter preventing
water entering the greenhouse
3. Enables cane fruit and crops such
as cherries and other tree crops to
be easily accommodated inside
the tunnel. This makes the
Greenhouse series perfect for tree
crops such as cherries or for
growers working in hot climates

• Tree crops (such as cherries, peaches, plums)
• Cane crops (raspberries, blackberries etc)
• For warm climates where a large moderating air volume, rain collection
and ability to have fully vented houses is critical

For Tree Growers using dwarfing root stock the Greenhouse Series
Tunnel can accommodate high density planting systems of over 1200
trees per ha (400 trees per acre). For cane crops, the 2.25m (7’5’’)
sides walls means that 3 or 4 rows of crops can be accommodated
and still give easy access for pickers to harvest the leg row fruit. For
full sets of planting diagrams for different tree or cane systems, please
speak to your local Haygrove Manager.

South African Peppers

The Greenhouse is designed to
provide field scale at a significantly
lower cost than other more
permanent greenhouses.
Technologies for electric roller ends
and sides and overhead gantries for
the operation of carrying trolleys or
spray booms can be retro-fitted. In
addition, the system is fully moveable
and does not require any site
levelling or specialist contractors to
build. For tree crops, unlike post and
cable rain covers, the Greenhouse
Series can be used to move crops
early and provide a completely rain
free environment.
Greenhouse Series Tunnels specifically designed for Tree Crops

Key Features...

Spinach Crops grown in South Africa
® Patent GB/0324046.2

• Significant additional air volume
than a traditional multi-bay tunnel
• Gutter connect greenhouse
• Minimum of 5m (16’6’’) height at the
centre if required
• Ability to fully vent on hot days and
completely close for season
extension
• Technologies for electric roller ends
and gantry systems can be added
at a later date once the Greenhouse
has made the initial pay back

Trellis
Series

Design Drawing Trellis Tunnel

A field scale greenhouse at Tunnel prices. Specially designed for tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers
or any crop that would value trellising. Also a terrific option for growers considering an
expensive greenhouse but instead can opt for a Haygrove Gutter Connect Trellis Tunnel.

Trellis Series built for Crops up to 30kg per sq m

The Trellis Tunnel is specified to feature
large air volume – it is built up to 4m
(13’) to the gutter and 6m (20’) to the
apex. The Trellis Series is also fully
gutter connect with options for steel or
plastic gutters. The Trellis infrastructure
is designed to carry weights up to 30
to 35 kg per sq m (6 to 7llbs per sq ft)
which means that most commercial
crops can be accommodated in the
structure. The size of the Trellis
Tunnels and the fact that the crop is
grown to an overhead trellis cable,
means that field tractors can be used.
This is excellent for mow down,
grubbing, cleaning out old crops and
making new raised beds.

The Trellis Series is designed to
provide the benefits of Tunnels such
as no concrete foundations, follow
the natural contours of ground,
affordable, self-build and quick to
build but with the advantages of
permanent multi-span expensive
Greenhouses.

The Trellis Tunnel is especially designed for • In-determinant tomato crops, peppers or capsicum
• Cucumbers or any type of trellis crop
• High value crops or nursery stock, conventionally grown in greenhouses

Covering organic salads in the UK

Although the structure is built without concrete and has the ability to
be moved if necessary it is designed to remain in a permanent site
and to, when managed, withstand very heavy winds.

Payback numbers for indeterminate
tomatoes grown under Haygrove
Trellis Tunnels compared to
expensive Greenhouses have been
remarkable. Contact us to find out
more.

Extra features such as electric roller doors, electric roller sides and
electric roller roof vents can be fitted as part of the build or can be
retro-fitted once the initial investment has paid back. Uniquely this
means that the grower can start with the basic tunnel infrastructure
and add automation to the Haygrove Tunnel as funds permit.
Trellis installation Devon, UK

Key Features...
• Built up to 4m (13’) at the gutter and
6m (20’) to the apex
• Specified to work with crops up to a
trellis weight of 30 to 35kg per sq m
(6 to 7llbs per sq ft)
• Options for electric roller doors or
side walls
• Options for electric roller roof vents.
These can be fitted at a later date

Solo & Super Solo

Design Drawing Solo Series

Series
The Haygrove Solo and Super Solo series are designed to combine the benefits of small
well-sealed single bay tunnels with the air volume and accessibility of larger multi-bay
greenhouses.
Many growers are faced with the
need for very well sealed tunnels for
early production, but then later face
the penalty of poor humidity, high
temperatures and poor ventilation
when the weather warms up in later
spring. The Solo Series is large, built
anywhere from 6.5m to 8.5m (21’ to
28’) bay widths and enables the
grower to enjoy a very well-sealed
tunnel with the advantages of larger
air volume and full ventilation.

The Haygrove Solo series is especially designed for • Growers wanting to force early crops such as strawberries, blueberries
and asparagus
• The taller Super-Solo option is ideal for trellising tomatoes,
peppers or for table-top production of strawberries
• Nursery and specialist propagation units

Solo Tunnel
The Solo Tunnel’s foundations
comprise of 0.8m (2’8’’) steel anchors
screwed into the soil. From these
anchors the main hoop is erected to
form the arch of the tunnel. The
hoops can then be braced using
either a steel top bar or top tape
webbing.
End kits comprise of a combination of
either 8 or 12 steel struts depending
on how exposed the site is to wind.
Hoops are ‘skinned’ with polythene
and then doors added to ensure the
unit is fully sealed.
The Solo Tunnel is designed for
smaller air volume to create an
environment to force crops as early as
possible. The tunnels can be built
between 6.5m to 8.5m (21’ to 28’)
wide, have vertical side walls of 0.5m
(20’’) and are 3.6m (12’) to the apex.

Very Early Strawberries under a Haygrove Solo Tunnel

Super Solo Tunnels
The Haygrove Super Solo Series
Tunnel provides all the advantages of
a well-sealed single bay structure but
with the air volume of traditional
multi-span Tunnels.
Vertical side walls
can be
manufactured to be
1.2m (4’) from the
soil before forming
the arch. Height at
the apex can then
be constructed up
to 4m (13’2’’). This
specification is
uniquely
manufactured using
one continuous
piece of steel

shaped on the farm using the
Haygrove Portable Bending Machine.
In addition, the Super Solo Tunnel
can be specified with steel cross
trellising to enable farmers to trellis
crops directly from the structure.

Key Features...

Streamline Doors provide an Excellent Seal for Early Crops

Super Solo Tunnel ready for Planting

The Super Solo Tunnel can be used for trellising crops such as
tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, strawberry table top production,
raspberry and bramble production, nursery units for pot plants,
perennial shrubs and specialist propagation units. It also makes the
perfect tunnel for early asparagus and strawberries.

• Bay widths: Anywhere from 6.5m to
8.5m (21’ to 28’) wide
• Tunnel height: Built from 2.5m to 4m
(8’ to 13’) at the apex for full field
scale tractor access
• Single or Multi Bay (optional): The
tunnels can either be built in single
bays or linked together using a
double prong anchor
• Steel trellis systems can be added
for growers wanting to trellis crops
hanging from the tunnel itself
• Venting system: The Solo Series can
be fully vented using specially
designed venting clips

Solo Gothic

Design Drawing Solo Gothic

Series

Designed for extended or full four season cover – the Gothic combines strength with large air
volume. Excellent for speciality trellis crop growers or as very large strong cold frames for
nursery and ornamental growers.

Gothic Super Solo Plus
53.5 m3 air volume

Super Solo Tunnels
45 m3 air volume

Solo Tunnels
36.7 m3 air volume

500
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1000

+ 81% air volume

7600

Specifically designed for growers
seeking to have very extended
season cover – the Gothic Solo is
capable of managing snow events
and is built to be extremely strong in
the wind. For a discussion on the
snow or wind specification required
for your location please speak to us.

0
220

The Gothic comes complete with
adjustable telescopic steel cross
trellising to enable crops to be
trellised directly onto the structure.

For good tractor and machinery
access the vertical walls of the
Gothic Solo are 1.2m (4’) and the
apex of the tunnel is built to a height
of 4.3m (14’).

Ventilation and Air Volume
Just the same as all other Haygrove
Tunnels, the Gothic Solo can be fully
vented by lifting the polythene from
the sides of the tunnels using the
Haygrove venting tool and venting
clip system.

The Haygrove Solo Gothic series is especially designed for • Trellising crops such as tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers
• Strawberry table top production
• Raspberry and bramble production
It is also specifically designed for providing very robust cold frame structures
for nursery and ornamental growers

The air volume for a 2.2m section of
Gothic Solo tunnel is 53.5 m³ - this is
19% more than the Super Solo or
45% more than a standard Solo
Tunnel.

Key Features...

The foundations for the tunnel are
created by screwing 0.8m (2’8’’) steel
anchors into the soil. From these
anchors the main hoop is erected to
form the arch of the tunnel. The
standard specification is based on
the hoops spaced at 1.22m (4’)
centres using the highest grade of
extra strong (XS) galvanised steel.

Internal Steel Cross Trellising inside a Solo Gothic Tunnel

Vented Gothic Solo Tunnel with Roller Door End

The Haygrove Solo Gothic can be designed to provide year round
cover. To discuss snow or wind loading requirements for your area
please contact your local Haygrove Manager.

• Bay widths: Anywhere from 6.5m to
7.6m (21’ to 25’) wide
• Tunnel height: Built to 4.3m (14’) at
the apex for full field scale tractor
access
• Internal steel cross trellis system to
hang crops from the tunnel itself
• Specified for extended season
production
• Very large air volume – 53.5 m³ per
2.2m section
• Venting system: The Gothic Solo
Series can be fully vented using
specially designed venting clips

Features

of Haygrove Tunnels
Retro-fitted upgrade - electric doors, gutters, roller sides and electric roof vents
can all be added later

Full tractor access

Tunnel can be fully sealed

Tunnel can be fully opened on hot days

Features

of Haygrove Tunnels
No site levelling or specialist
construction contractors necessary

Follows the natural contours of the ground

Moveable from field to field - no concrete!

Used to carry polythene, shade net, hail or insect net or combinations

Tunnel Door
Options

Electric Doors
Driven through a 3-phase electric motor and gear box, Haygrove electric doors
are designed to open and close up to 16 doors at one go. For powering, the
doors can be linked to either mains electricity brought directly to the field through
a solar panelled unit charging battery cells or via a portable power pack that can
move from door motor to door motor.

Start with a simple curtain door and upgrade as the budget allows! The ultimate is fully
automated electric doors that can be controlled through Temperature and Relative Humidity
sensors
Streamline Doors
The streamline door was invented in
Norway by Haygrove sales agents,
Simen and Ole Myhrene. It is the
best sealed door for forcing forward
early crops. In addition, it is the most
aero-dynamic door and performs
very well in heavy storms to deflect
wind. This is the door of choice for
growers forcing early crops under
Haygrove Solo Tunnels. An excellent
picture showing streamline doors in
Scandinavia is shown on the Solo
and Super Solo pages.
Mechanical Gear Box with Handle

Curtain Doors
A simple and cost effective way to
seal ends of tunnels. Haygrove will
provide training on alternative
configurations from simple plastic
curtains secured with ropes to steel
framed plastic curtains that can be
more easily opened and closed
through a rope and pulley system.

Electric Doors in use in South Africa

Integrated Controls
For larger scale sites with numbers of electric door units and perhaps numbers of
electric roof vents, Haygrove can provide integrated systems of control. The
system is configured with a series of Outstation Units that operate individual
tunnel blocks linked to sensors for Temperature and Relative Humidity (RH). Each
outstation is then linked to the Base Station unit that is located say in the Farm
Office or Farm House. The Base Station Unit will provide central control for all
outstations on the farm and also can be linked via the web to remote laptops or
smart phones.

Roller End Doors
Roller end doors are available for all
types of Haygrove Tunnel. Options
are available for a manual roller end
or a mechanical door that can be
driven with a ‘Makita’ style power
drill. For doors driven mechanically
with a power drill, up to 6 doors can
be opened and closed with one gear
box mechanism.

8 Doors Opening at a Californian Nursery

Personnel Doors
‘Makita’ Style Power Drill in Operation

For easy access for pickers and farm staff, or for specialist propagation units,
personnel doors can be built into the ends or side of the tunnel block.

Tunnel Gutter
Systems

Fully retro-fittable – Haygrove Gutters can be added at a later date when the crop justifies the
spend or the challenges associated with the cost or availability of water means that it makes
sense to collect and recycle rain water.
Plastic Gutter Systems
Designed using a 170g woven
laminated material that is secured
into the Y piece of the leg and
anchored 50cm (20’’) up the steel
hoop arch. The plastic gutter
provides an excellent seal and also
means that the rain water can be
collected from the tunnels. The gutter
material has 88% light transmission
and ensures there is no shadowing in
the leg row.

Retro-Fitted Steel Gutter System

Retro-fittable
If growers are considering to retro-fit
at a later date, a lot of time and
trouble can be avoided with some
good planning when the tunnels are
first built. Firstly, ensure gradients are
considered and the legs drilled in to
create the right fall for the water to
flow. Then pre-plan the drainage
infrastructure required to take the
water off the field and into the
irrigation lake. If these two issues are
planned, the retro-fitting of the
gutters at a later date can be very
straightforward.

To work effectively the gutters need
ideally a 2% gradient, but interim
down pipes can be set along the
tunnel leg row on flatter sites to
manage the run off.

® Patent GB/0324046.2

Plastic Gutter System Fully Transparent to Prevent Shading of Crop

Steel Gutter Systems

Steel Gutters Strong Enough to Walk on!

Steel gutters are manufactured from
pre-galvanised steel sheet shaped
into the correct profile using the
Haygrove steel gutter forming
machine. The gutters can be installed
as part of a new build or retro-fitted
at a later date. Down pipes for the
gutter systems can be fitted at the
end of the tunnel structures or if
required at any point down the leg
row.

In comparison to the plastic gutters,
the steel system is more forgiving in
terms of the gradient required. A
minimum of 1.5% fall or even slightly
less is manageable especially if the
tunnel legs have been drilled to a
plumb line or a laser level. In addition,
the steel gutters also add
considerable strength to the tunnel
structure.
Picture Shows Position of Downpipes

Tunnel Ventilation
Options

Hot Climates

The quick and easy ability to vent and fully open Haygrove’s is perhaps their No.1 selling point.
Growers can also start off with low cost manual venting and upgrade to electric automated
roller roof vents later. All the technology can be retro-fitted.
Most field scale crops need sensitive
management for Temperature and
Relative Humidity (RH). This needs
managing not only in the heat of the
summer when fruit size or yield can
be affected, but also in key times
during blossom, pollination and fruit
set when certain crops can be
stressed with too much heat or RH.
Venting the Haygrove Tunnels is
simple – we recommend managing
venting practice by deploying Stage
1 (1m or 3’3’’ open), Stage 2 (2m or
6’6’’) or Stage 3 (3m or 9’9’’) opened
vents for different temperatures.
Haygrove supply recommended
venting charts for different crops, the
example shown on the right is for
Strawberries.

Effect of Temperature on
Yield of Elsanta Strawberries
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Cloudy

Open all doors and vent high (or de-skin)
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Closed
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Tunnels can
remain closed

Open doors
(close at night)

Closed
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<8N
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Open doors. For tunnels >
100m, especially on flat land,
window vent ten hoops every
50m. Close at night.

Closed

Closed if likely leaves
will remain wet for < 10
hours or risk of wet fruit
for picking.
Closed if likely leaves
will remain wet for < 6
hours or risk of wet fruit
for picking.

> 20 D
<8N

> 68D
< 46 N

Open doors.
Close at night.

Open doors.Vent lee-ward
side of tunnels to stage 1.
Close at night.
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> 46 N

Vent tunnels to stage
1

Vent tunnels to stage 2

> 77 D
> 46 N

Vent tunnels to stage
2
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+ 81% air volume
Winterising
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> 25 D
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Vent tunnels to stage 2.
Shadenet/cooling systems
should beconsidered.

Electric Roller Roof Venting

Closed if likely leaves
will remain wet for < 2
hours or risk of wet fruit
for picking.
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For hot climates we would recommend large air volume structures where the
tunnels can be vented way above the canopy of the crop to get very good
movement of air. The following chart illustrates the advantage of using Haygrove
Greenhouse Series Tunnels, for example in California, against locally made steel
‘hoop houses’.

All Haygrove Tunnel designs can be
fully opened using an aluminium
venting tool and a specially designed
steel venting clip which secures the
polythene in place.

Growers should work on one person
being able to open 1 acre (4000
square meters), to one Stage of
venting in one hour.
Closing the tunnels is also rapid with
the team working from the clipped
ends and pulling the plastic into the
Y pieces of the Tunnel Leg.

Automated electric roller roof vent systems are also available from Haygrove.
These can be retro-fitted on Haygrove Tunnels with a single gear box lifting 200m
(650’) of roof vent. These can be constructed with a single electric motor
configured to drive a single vent or a larger electric motor driving multiple vents
through a drive shaft system on the end of the tunnel.
The electric roller roof vent operated through a drive shaft system can be specified
to drive 20 roller vents on 10 Haygrove Tunnels from one electric motor.

Integrated Control Systems
System of integrated control linking many electric motors through a series of
outstations to a single base station is also available. The grower can then
manage roller roof vents or electric doors from the base station in the farm office.
Sensors for temperature and Relative Humidity (RH) positioned inside the Tunnels
also means that the grower can pre-set specific thresholds where the vents will
be triggered to open or close.
The Base Station also incorporates GSM wireless transmission to a laptop or
smart phone so that growers away from the base station can monitor the
position of the electric vents and doors remotely.

Tunnel Cover
Options

Haygrove Tunnels can be covered using polythene, shade net, insect net or hail net. The
materials are held onto the structure using a continuous roping system uniquely designed by
Haygrove.

Luminance THB, The Science
Trials over strawberries were conducted at Haygrove by Reading University. Four
key findings were highlighted:

1. Temperature Reduction
At temperature spikes above 25ºC (77ºF) temperature reductions were
significantly marked with the average drop recorded at 5.6ºC (10ºF) when the
temperatures reached 30ºC (86ºF) plus.

Sample period

Max temperature
Control UV
Polythene

Max
temperature
Luminance THB

8th November – 10th December
10th December – 11th March

36.1ºC (97ºF)
29.2ºC (84.5ºF)

28.8ºC (83.8ºF)
27ºC (80.6ºF)

Source: Reading University trials in Spain

Where required, a combination of tunnel cover materials can be used. For example, in situations where crops are vulnerable
to both excessive heat and rain, then the Tunnels can be clad with polythene to eliminate rain and a second cover of shade
net to mitigate the effects of high temperature.

Classic Clear Polythene
Especially designed for forcing early crops and for light sensitive crops. The Polythene is a 5-layer film with 92% light
transmission, 150mu and guaranteed for 3-seasons.

30
Temperature (°C)

Alternatively growers can cover the tunnels for part of the year using polythene and then ‘de-skin’ the tunnels and re-skin with
a shade for those periods of the year where high temperatures are the major challenge.
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Luminance THB Polythene
One of a new generation of spectral filters, Luminance THB contains a unique thermal heat barrier (THB) to reduce infrared radiation which in turn remarkably reduces heat build-up in tunnels.
Many crops are very temperature sensitive - when temperatures get above 25ºC (77ºF) the rate of photosynthesis
considerably slows down and some crops even move into a period of thermo-dormancy. Luminance THB is shown to
significantly reduce temperature spikes.

UV Window Polythene
This is one of a new generation of UV window or UV transmitting polythenes that transmits light at a wavelength of less
than 400nm which means that the polythene allows UV light to enter the tunnel.
UV light has significant beneficial effects on colour, levels of antioxidants, flavour, shelf life and hardiness. Perhaps the
most important immediate benefits are for propagators who want to reduce the amount of transplant shock when newly
propagated plants move from the propagation tunnels to the outdoors.

Haygrove Woven Covers
As an alternative to polyethylene, Haygrove also supply a range of very long lasting laminated woven covers. These types
of covers are very strong with a breaking strain of 13kg per sq cm (180 lb per sq inch). This means they are not as
vulnerable to hand or mechanical tares as traditional polythene.
Two main options are available - a matt finished product that has a light transmission of 85% or a more gloss finished
product that has a light transmission of 90%. Both woven cover options are supplied in a weight of 140g per sq m (0.45
oz per sq ft).
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February Trial in Spain

2. Fruit Size

3. Yield Effect

More surprising from the trial was the
impact recorded on actual fruit
weight. Over random picks during a
6 week period average fruit weight
under the Luminance THB was
recorded as 18% heavier compared
to fruit picked under the standard
polythene.

Added to this work, Reading
University and the Independent
Research Company, ADAS, have
researched the effects of Luminance
THB on different crops. The ADAS
work on raspberry cultivator Joan
Squire recorded a significant yield lift.

4. Light Diffusion
In addition to the thermal heat barrier,
Luminance THB is also a 90%
diffusing Polythene. This in effect
scatters the solar radiation onto the
crop in the tunnel and in turn allows
the light to penetrate deeper into the
canopy. When you walk into a tunnel
covered in Luminance THB there is
no shadowing.

Standard
polythene

90% Light
Diffusing Cover

Operations
and Service

Tunnels need managing to get the best returns from the crop. Haygrove have 20 years of
experience in growing under protection – we’ll make sure you and your team are trained and
supported to get the best out of the Tunnels.

Construction Training Days
These can be arranged on farm or at
one of the Haygrove farms. These
refresher, on-site courses are
provided free of charge for key
clients and comprise of in-field
practical sessions, classroom
sessions and can conclude with a
written test or quiz for all participants
to check on knowledge.

Full Construction Service
Where required by the grower we also provide a full construction service. This is
provided with a team of five Haygrove technicians including a team leader. The
team are trained to all the latest health and safety risk assessments and are
equipped with work wear including hard hats, high visibility jackets and steel toe
capped boots. Work is quoted on a fixed fee per job.

Pre-Site Survey
Where possible we survey your site
pre-construction. In addition we
study the local weather data and
discuss your crop needs, to work out
the best possible specification of
tunnel. Haygrove Tunnels are very
flexible and can be built with sloping
or staggered ends to fit nearly all field
shapes. They do not require site
levelling and follow the natural
contours of the ground.

Technical Back-up
A full technical back up service is
available including a full range of
spares and a continuous
dissemination of new ideas. In
addition we provide a tunnel audit
service, where we will come to site
and check the quality of the build,
discuss any tunnel related growing
questions and provide a full report for
the grower.

Construction Training
For every grower who is new to
Haygrove Tunnels we provide
construction training as part of the
project. The Haygrove Technician will
train the local team on how to
undertake each part of the tunnel
assembly. Accompanying the training
is a comprehensive Construction &
Management Manual and also a 30minute construction DVD.

Hoop Bending
Steel for the hoops is sent to the
farm straight and then bent on the
farm using the specialist Haygrove
Hoop Bending Machine. This is one
of the unique features of the
Haygrove system – bending the
hoops on the farm means that
transport costs are hugely lower and
the hoop shape and width can be
adjusted to fit the crop.

Tunnel Management and Costing
A full time and cost analysis of tunnel assembly and maintenance jobs is available
for all Haygrove customers. This includes the number of man-hours to budget for
each task, budgeted costs per task and also some recommended piece work
rates to help the grower optimise productivity.

Financial
Payback

We are committed to delivering Tunnel solutions that payback in 2 to 3 seasons. Prices for
fresh produce are often just too volatile to justify long payback periods.
Issue

Use of Tunnel

Impact

Earliness

Tunnels sealed using side skirts, door ends and
polythene closed for maximum earliness

2-3 weeks earlier with early season crops

Season
extension

Tunnel polythene drawn down to remove impact of
rain

Continued picking of autumn crops through to
late October in Northern Europe or N.E. USA

Saleable yield of
Class One fruit

Tunnels enclosed in early season to protect
blossom and reduce mis-shaped produce. Vents
opened high on warm days to avoid soft growth

Class One % improved from 55% - 70% to
85% - 95% for soft fruit compared to outdoor
production

Yield

Crop environment managed through venting the
tunnels to optimise temperature and humidity

Class One yield budgeted over 30% better in
most crops

Pesticide usage

Significant reductions in moisture related diseases
such as botrytis, downy mildew and black spot

Very significant reductions in botrytis fungicide
usage. Full organic production is also now
possible

Guaranteed window to conduct production and
harvest routines

No stopping pickers when it rains!

Weather
protection

Strawberries
Some of the first independent work was undertaken in tunnelled strawberries by
Köln-Auweiler Research Station in Germany by Ludger Linnemannstöns. The chart
below illustrates the yield from early season Elsanta variety grown in sealed
Haygrove Tunnels versus outdoor Elsanta grown under a floating double layer of
fleece (row cover) and perforated plastic.
In addition to yield, the major advantage from using Haygrove Tunnels with
strawberries is the huge lift in Class One percentage. Often this is increased from
50% to 60% for outdoor strawberries to 85% to 95% for strawberries grown under
Tunnels. This is primarily due to the elimination of rain, huge reductions in wet
weather diseases such as botrytis and the significantly reduced risks of frost during
pollination and fruit set.

Raspberries
Protecting raspberries with Haygrove
Tunnels gives one of the largest
paybacks for growers. Typically yields
will be lifted at least 25% to 30% in
most climates. Other very important
payback benefits for raspberries
includes the reduction in wind
damage that stunts growth often
associated with tall outdoor cane
crops and the effects of direct solar
radiation which scorches the berries.
Scorching is significantly reduced
under tunnels especially if the grower
selects Light Diffusing Luminance
THB polythene.

The following table illustrates the average payback for the spring raspberry variety
Tulameen. Overall gain from 5-years of trialling at Haygrove was a +41% gain in income
per ha for the tunnelled raspberries compared to the equivalent outdoor crops.

Development of yield in
Haygrove Tunnels v Outdoor production
Yield / plant (First class) in g

Haygrove Tunnel

Outdoors

% Difference

12.5T/ha
(5.1t/ac)

10.1T/ha
(4.1t/ac)

+25%

Class One %

97%

90%

+25%

Picking
date

Under tunnels 20% of the fruit picked, on average,
two weeks earlier

Income
per ha

12.1T/ha
(4.9t/ac)

9T/ha
(3.7t/ac)

Elsanta
1000

Total
yield/ha (ac)

Class One
yield

1200

800
600
400
200

+34%

0
29.04. 02.05. 06.05. 09.05. 13.05. 16.05. 20.05. 23.05. 27.05. 30.05. 02.06. 05.06. 10.06. 13.06. 17.06. 20.06.

£73,466

£52,100

+41%
Outdoor

Variety: Tulameen System: 8m (26’) bays covering a 3 row raspberry crop. Tunnels skinned in March and sealed with
doors and side skirts.

Haygrove Tunnels

Landwirtschaftskammer Rheinland, Gartenbauzentrum Kölm-Auweiler, Ludger Linnemannstöns 9/2003

Financial

Blueberries
Significant opportunity exists to move
crops into earlier or later markets to
get better prices. This is especially
true for export blueberries. The
following example shows the impact
of Haygrove Tunnels on the yield and
timing of the variety Star.

Payback

For case studies and more example payback figures on these and other key crops grown
under tunnels, please contact your Haygrove Manager.

Total
yield/ha (ac)
Picking
date

Tomatoes

Crop
value

The traditional choice facing
tomato growers was whether to
grow in expensive climate
controlled greenhouses or grow
outdoors. The Haygrove Trellis
Tunnel now gives growers a
much lower cost entry point for
growing under protection.

Outdoor Crop

236T/ha (96t/ac)

392T/ha (160t/ac)

60T/ha (25t/ac)

90%

91%

62%

Total Income per ha (GBP £)

£73,593

£95,386

£11,970

Value of crop including
production costs

£60,675

£70,467

£5,275

Annual margin after
Tunnel/Greenhouse costs

10.19 t

6.54 t

+56%

Tunnel crop 2 weeks earlier than open fields
57% of crop sold into early market prices at an average 5.5
USD/Kg compared to 5 USD/Kg for main season fruit. (0.50
USD difference)

Income

USD 56,552

USD 32,889

+ 72%

Value of crop
including
production
costs

USD 33,182

USD 20,315

+ 63%

For cherries, payback is not normally just
measured in yield, earliness or Class One
percentage gain, but often on the removal of risk.
Commonly payback can be achieved in one day
through the removal of a catastrophic event such
as cracking caused by rain or frost at flowering.

Hydroponic Greenhouse

Cost of Tunnel or
Greenhouse per ha

% Difference

Cherries

Haygrove Trellis Tunnel

Class One %

Outdoors

57% of the Star Variety sold into the earlier market in week 45 and 46 compared to
the outdoor crop that yielded in week 47 to 49.

The following trial work was
undertaken in South Africa by
tomato grower, John Williams
and is a study that fully costed a
Hydroponic Greenhouse,
Haygrove Trellis and an outdoor
low cost system.

Total yield/ha (ac)

Haygrove Tunnel

£80,850

£42,730

£192,000

£30,355

£0

£0

The following chart highlights the impact of the
Haygrove Tunnels on an orchard in Pennsylvania
where severe rains devastated a ripening crop of
Rainier cherries.

Haygrove Tunnel

Outdoors

% Difference

Total
yield/ha (ac)

14.2T/ha
(5.82t/ac)

11.4T/ha
(4.67t/ac)

+25%

Class One %

98%

26%

Total Class
One Yield per
ha (acre)

14.2T/ha
(5.82t/ac)

Event

2.87T/ha
(1.17t/ac)

+397%

Very heavy rain event when the fruit was ripening causing
severe cracking

Retrofit Pathway

Our mission is to enable growers to invest in the basic
Haygrove infrastructure and then to upgrade the tunnels from
field scale tunnels to field scale automated greenhouses
We are committed to Research and
Development – some 5% of our
annual sales is reinvested into our
R&D programme each year. The
programme is led by a team of 6
design engineers who are dedicated
to develop new innovations in High
Tunnel technology.

Field-Scale
Tunnel

Rain Cover

Wherever possible we aim to make any new technologies retrofitted – we want
growers to be able to build on their base tunnel infrastructure step by step.
Uniquely this means that growers can follow the following example pathway:
STEP 1

Grower invests in a Haygrove 4-Series Tunnel
The grower enjoys immediate payback from protecting his or her crop.
Paybacks are normally as quick as 2 or 3 seasons.

STEP 2

+ Rain Gutters

Steel Gutters are retrofitted to capture and recycle water
The gutters remove rain splash from outside rows, seal the tunnel more
effectively and means that water can be recycled.

STEP 3

Electric Roller Ends and Roller Sides are fitted
Automated control for easy access and better management of the
tunnel environment.

STEP 4

Electric Roller Roof Vents are fitted
To reduce the cost of manual venting and to optimise the environment
within the tunnel.

+ Electric Ends
& Sides

STEP 5

Electric motors for doors, roller sides and roof vents all linked to a single
climate control system. The system can be automated to manage the
tunnel climate through the deployment of sensors inside the tunnel.

+ Electric Roof Vent

+ Integrated Climate
Controls

Systems integrated into a single climate control unit

Field-Scale
Greenhouse

Haygrove are growers of strawberries, raspberries, blueberries and cherries,
farming approximately 110ha (270 acres). In the mid 1990’s Haygrove
introduced field scale tunnels and year on year continue to develop new
solutions to our own and other grower’s challenges worldwide.
All new products are first tested on Haygrove’s farms before making them
available for sale. Our philosophy is to take “Glasshouse Technology onto a
Field Scale at an Affordable Price.”
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